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Abstract, %‘e introduce in this paper a certain mathematical model of information storage and 
retrieval system. This is based on a certain family of languages intermediate between sentential 
and predicate calculi. To each language there is acorresponding semantics. We investigate our 
languages from the logical point of view showing their completeness. This is done by exhibiting. 
nice and natural sets of axioms for the i.s.r. systems. The class of models for our languages i  then 
examined by the algebraical means. We introduce our algebraical operations in such a way that 
they corresponr! to the actions performed whi!e updating the system (in various ways). We aiso 
examine the boolean algebra of describable sets (of documents). Having done all this we propose 
a new implementational algorithm for the i.s.r. systems based on the form of atoms in the 
boolean algebra of describable sets. In the appendix we show how to compute the code numbers of 
these atoms (called generalized components). Let us also note that the class of queries relevant o 
the system is quite rich in our case; we are not only able to ask questions of the form ,,what are 
the documents fitting the following description”, but we may als I ask certain general questions 
on the system as a whole. 
1. Intrduction 
In this p”aper we present a new mathematical [approach to some problems occuring 
in information storage and retrieval (i.s.r.) systems. By till i.s.r. systems 9 we n/can 
a quadruple consisting of set of Dbjects X (like books, documents, etc.) together 
with. the set of descriptors A, the set of attributes I, and the function CT which asso- 
ciates a subset of X to each descriptor frcm A. Attrit: utes axe to be understood as 
elements of A, all of the same ,,type”, e,g., descriptaxs: green, blue, brown, and 
black form the attribute colour. Thus es& pcrject from X may be decribed in our 
system by a vector of descriptors P’rom A er: ‘musing 2, II1 possible attributes from I. 
Sometimes “incomplete” descriptions (in the tense $..t not all possiMe attribultes 
are specified in the descrip ian of an object) are of Wxest, however, we do -o.ot 
consider the case here. 
To do so we i 
anxx~ta1 facts about i.s.r. sysk~:~s. 
al la r guage la&red to deal with 
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the problem. nis language isa sort of intermediate kix&'i@ge bktWeen propositional 
and predicate c&uli, We further show that the langclage is adequately chosen for 
-0~7 2ims. We shabt how the language may ‘42~ PE& to prove theorems about i.s.r. 
systems. 
Then we introduce the notion of a describable set of objects and find necessary 
2nd sufficient conditions to determine whether all sets are describable in 9 or not. 
‘Since in general not all subsets X are describable in 9, we investigate the structure 
of the family of describable sets. 
Since not all the subsets of X are - in general - describable and we may wish 
to have a more fine description of objects in our systems, we sometimes have to 
.add some attributes or/and descriptors. If- on the other hand - our system 
is ‘“too tie”, we may remove some attributes and/or descriptors from the system. 
The set of objects in PIhe systems may also be varying; it may increase or decrease. 
In order to take into account he dynamics of the system (in the above sense) we 
introduce some algebraic tools, i.e. operations on i.s.r. systems, and study pro- 
perties of the systems thus changed. ., 
Finally a computer implementation algorithm resulting from our considerations 
is briefly discussc:d and some other problems raised by our theory are stated at the 
end of the paper. 
Let us finally II&: that rudimentary versions of this paper were circulated as 
preprints (see &7]9. After finishing the paper we found that elementary conside- 
rations of the similar kind were already performed by Wong and Chiang [g]. 
Throughout he paper we accept standard mathematical notation and assume the 
reader to be familiar ‘with it. In particular P(X) denotes the power set of X, f 1 Y 
is the restriction off to Y and we distinguish descriptors (elements of A) from their 
names by setting the latter in bold face type* 
We express our gratitude to Prof. A. Blikle, Mr. Vi. Lipski, Jr., and Prof. A. Ma- 
zurkiewicz for valuable discussions. Interesting remarks due to Prof. E. Engeler 
had strong influence on the ha1 draft of the paper. . 
Let i4e be a nonempty set and let R be a ti uivalence on A. 
.alK equivalence classes of I?: are Gnite. Since enerates a partition 
into family of equivalence: classes, A = lj # j 3 Ai n AI =2: 8, it is reaso- 
&I 
nable to call B sequel A will be referred to as t 
1 wili be called the set of attributes. 
With each set A we associate the desc@~dion ~~~~~~~e ,I& 
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(3) constants A, V (truth values, respective?4 truth at&l falsity), 
(4) symbols -, l , -I- 9 3, 
(5) symbols 7) v, A, “=J, 
(6) symbol =. 
(Terms of the !a.d;l ;uage PA). The Jet yof terk is the least set T sa- - 
tisfying (1) and (2) 
I 
I I 
As 
viate 
it will turn out later the order of the sum is inwaterial and so we shall abbre- 
fini J sums as c ti, similarly for products. 
kJ 
DeGnitlon 1.3 (Formulas of the language CA)_ The set c,i’ of formulas is the least 
set F satisfying (1) and (2). 
(1) if bl,tz E T, then rtl = t21 E 1, E A E _F; 
(2) if $, @, c1 ,F, then N gl, PD1 A QjZ7, 9#+ *fl $I, ‘@, + !DZ7 E F -* 
In the sequel the letters s,t (possibly with indiceej will denote terms and CD., 
sibly with indices) formuias. 
Definition 1.3 (Axiomatization). We assume as ar;ioms: 
(1) substitution of the proposition calculw axioms fi)r fomulas (see [S]) ; 
(2) Substitution of the axioms of Boolean Algebra for texms (including equa- 
lity axioms) (see [2j); 
(3) :bR,n A b #a]> 
this is sometimes noted as 
As an inference rule we take modus ponrws. 
Note tha.t he restriction of RI, namely tfha t all equiealence lasses of it are finite 
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2, Semantics, Ctterpretation f terms urd formdas 
.I, (Basic definition). An information storage and retrieval system (i.s.r, 
system) is a quadruple 
where ;II is some set called the carrier of S and elements of Xa:e referred to as S’IP 
jects of $I. A is the set o? descriptors in 9 and RJ is an equivalence on A of finite 
index. U maps A into P(X) (CT : A + 9(X)) and satisfies the following two conditions : 
(1) if &?& A LE # b, then v(a) A @) = 8; 
(2) U (u(b) :bRJaj = X (Jar each Q E A). 
Conditions (1) and (2) may be expressed equivalently as Cl’), (2’). 
(1’) if i E I, Q E AI, b E Ai, a #b, then C$z) n C!(b) = B; 
(2’) U u(a) = .X (for eacll i E I). 
C&4 t 
??MhlMW 2.2. (Valuation of terms). Let 9 = (X,A,R,,U) be an i.s.r. system. 
define i,nductively the value of a term t in 9, &, as follows : 
De ma 2.3 (Valuation of formulas). UnPikely to the terms, formulas will 
take as values truth values V and. /\, we define indxtively 11@11 (we assume that 
iI9 is already defined): 
GO llV!lg = v, lI/qllcJ = /\: 
r 1 way. 
ization) 
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Proof. As our valuation was detied in a way to make the 6rst two groups of 
;nioms true, it is enough to check axiom three. Therefore we need to show that 
i.e., according to Definition 2.3(b) that 
Mg = II- G d(g. 
bRla 
bsba 
easy transformation, according 
to checking 
to Detition 2.2(b) and @I) reduces the problem 
II II @ g = X\ II 11419 
bR,a 
b#a 
This* however, is easily seen to be equivalent to Definition 2.1 (1) and (2) g 
There is nothing strange in that we used in our proof onJy conditions (aJs (b) 
and (d), from Definition 2.2 since other connectives may be expressed with the 
help of - and +. 
Definlitioa 25. Let 9 = <X,A,&,U) be an i.s.r. system. Let x E X. * 
(a) An itafcwmatior: on x ipHI_ 9 is a function 4; : I + A such that for all i E 1, f,(i)d 
and x E UcfX(l)). 
/b) A descripplion of :C in 9 is a term tx = n f,(i). 
_4n inform&on on x 
valent (they diHer only 
dB’erent). This explains 
This leads to: 
DeMtion 2.& An I.s.r. 
in 7 determines several terms, ah of them provably equi- 
in that :he order of contants cccuring in them may be 
our usage of one symbol, tx. 
system SI is dective 3T for all x e: X, iitX[ig = (x). 
T.l~us a se1 set ive system is one m which different elements have necessarily dige- 
es51 properties of i.s. 
Since we introduce the rule of ifif&-en 
@ is provable. It is i 
onens is pfeseve 
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Ii also obtain a conseverse r sult soon. 
(a) < is teflexive a@ ttansitive9 (b) S is an equivalence relation, 
the ~t~sy~etty ptopetty with respect o a, i.e, tl G t2 n t2 < tl * 
i,s.r. system 9 generates relations < 9 and S9 as follows: 
mma 3.1. 0 
s to the following: 
ere is a term tl in 
i’s term tz in positive no ive 
tr’ve 
such that 
(a) A reasoning use s case is a standard one; we 
t0 rs]. . 
(b) By (a) we may assume that % is already in uormal additive form. sing the 
axioms x = y a - x = - y, - - x = x, from Definition L3 (3) we get 
Putting right$,z;ld side in every place where the left-hand side occurs we eliminate 
negation from tl. Consecutive applications of the distributive law finis 
ive term t is called complete iE for every i E 1 there 
is exactly one a E Al su that a occurs in t. 
(b) A term t is in complete positive normal additive form 
tk is a complete positive primitive term. 
c . (Normal form II). Fsr each terjti t there is a term t3 in complete positive 
norrnal additive form such that C_ t = t3. 
It is clear that it is enough to find such a term for a positive primitive term, 
by Theore- 3.8 (b). Since I_ - , we have t_c 
bR, ra &?*a 
b#cr 
/--t-T= t weget t* xb = t. Assume th no b (for b E A,) occurs in t, t 
s we diminished in t a nu er of i such that no b (for b E A,) occurs 
in t. Since I is finite this gives an inductive procedure. r] 
tat t3 is unique u 
erty for teas). 
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occurs also in tz, then ti 6 tz. Thus it is enou& to show the this first property 
holds. Assume it is not true. 
tit tO be a primitive t&m occurring in tl but not in t2. construct an i, s.r. system $J1’ 
in which Ilt&- # fl. Using the fact (which we leave to th der) that different pri- 
mizive complete positive terms havt; disjoint values, we that lltlliP is not in= 
eluded in tza which contradicts t1 < * t2. lJ 
lpualay to the additive normal form one may - as usually - introduce a multi- 
plicative normal form” 
A ccsnstruction from the proof of theorem 3.11 suggests he following question: 
1s thare an i.s.r. system 9 such thai m 9 is identical with m 3 
In fact there is one. A construction of it strongly resembles the construction of 
a family (An} such that all components corresponding to it are nonempty (cf. [2]). 
G~mtmction: Let each AI be in the form {a i... &}. We produce the Cartesian 
AL and define gmax as foi!ows 
= dz, for the unique i such that 41 E A,}. 
leave it to the reader to check that the system gmax has the property that each 
complete primitive positive term has in gmar ~11 non void value. 
Before we prove the completeness theorem for formulas we need some termino- 
dure si.milar to that applied in case of transformation of a term into 
normal fox-m, we are ab%e to transform every formula into the foEowing form: 
@: = @I r\ . . . A ak, where each !DJ is of the form el, v . . . v l(/IJ and each eJ 
is of the fix-m tI = tm or of the m tk # tr for some terms t being in normal. 
positive, additive, complete form. describe this fact symbolically as Q> = /x\ 
(2) Another fact needed in proof is the following: t = s is equivalent to the con- 
junction of equations of the form 8: = F, . . . . t; = 3’. Indeed assume that both t and s 
are in the positive normal additive complete form. Then t = tl + . . . + tm and s = 
= s1+... +SE. ere are possibi*f some primitive terms which appear in both ex- 
I,...,tL be: primitive terms which appear in either t or s but not in 
leave it to the reader to prove that k (t = sb a (t; = F A ..O A t; = F). 
Smilar~y t # s - (t; + FV . . . v t; # F). 
6 
: * inally let us note that if @ : = @, /\...A !I.+, then/--@ Bforalll e<j f k 
I-- 
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finally allows to find a proof for it. Indeed, using remark (2) we may’ substitute for ld/] 
either a conjuction (tl, = F A . . . Ii fl, = F) or alternative (t,, # F v . . . v tl, # F) 
depending whether eJ is t = s or else t # s. 
Thus instead of the proof of W *, we need a proof of a certain formula E built 
from the primitive formulas of the form tr = F and tU # F where each t, is in pri- 
mitive, positive, complete form. 
Using our remark (1) once more we find a forrr ula & in conjunctive nbrmal 
form equivalent to E. 
no new atomic formula 
Since in the process of builc’ing conjunctive normal kform 
is used, we find that our fon;nula E has the form r&1 irk @m 
where each On, is of the form tl = F or tj # F and tk are in primitive, positive, 
complete, normal form. Since m W 1(/1 was valid in every i.s.r. system, so is W eJe 
Thus also 27 and & are valid in all i.s.r. systems ince the transformation used in the 
above reasoning preserves validity. Thus /x\ W 0, is valid in every i,s.r. system. 
This in turn is equivalent to the fact that W @,,, is valid in every i.s.r. system. But 
W @m is of b,he form. 
f; = F v . . . v ti = Fv & # F v . . . v t;& # F. 
If we show a proof for Wo,, then we are done. 
Now the main step of the proof follows: We claim that if @,, is valid in every 
i.s.r. system, then there must be a primitive term t such that both t = F and t # F 
occur among C,. Assume this is not true. We construct a i.s.r. system 9 in which 
Ilw@?lll~ = F* 
Indeed such a system is produced from the previously constructed system gmzrx 
by throwing out generalized components corresponding to t&,,...,t& Then since 
< j< k, and at the same time 
41cJ = A 9 contradicting t’k 
term t such that both t = F 
no t; is t:‘, in this particular system 9, tj # F for all 1 
4” “? =Fforallk+l<r<k+z. 
Thus iit; = Fv . . . v t; = Fv t& # Fv . . . v t&, # 
validity of W6&. Therefore there must be a primitive : 
and t # Foccur among E&. Since, however, formula t = F v t # F is provable, so is 
formula W@,. Since all alternatives W@, are provable, so is /x\ w/O,, Thus WyJ is pro- 
vable, being equivalent to a provable formula. So ftnally /ICI Wt+ is provable and thus 
~@*O w 
‘Let us notice, that as in any formalized system we may considl.:r theories based 
on some additional axioms. shall encounter this situation in th: se 
enriched system we may again rove theorems. Let us d~ote the :?act 
using possibly additional axioms from 9, exists, by P I-- @. 3y t 
virtuaiIy i that of Theorems 3.11 and 3.22 WC yroy$:: 
(Generalized completeness property for terms). F7 I---- t, := t2 lyf 
II li = t& = i jib euery I’.s.P. system 9 such that (ND) ( E T =% 11~llcJ = v ?. 
we get the following: 
Let 9 be an i.s.t@ system wit/3 finite. Then tkte is a s&q& 
that, for all 
orem 3.13. was also proved - using different reasoning - by W. Lip&i. 
Let 9 tind 9’ be is.r. systems. 
9 (9 zz $7) i8 for every 
say that 9 is equivalent o 
Obviously E is an equivalence r lation. 
equivalence classes of zz are determined (according to Theorem 3.13) by 
MXD,~: special formulas. In fact th rmula p deternking the equivalence class 
of =t isof the form Ar, = # F), whose tr are those primitive complete 
ose value in 9 is empty, whereas $; are those whose value in 9 is 
ing this remark we have Theorem 3.15, In every -_ equivalence class 
one [up to isomorphism) selective system, Thus for every system 9 
there is a selective system 9 such that 9 s 9’. 
alSQ get - as a corollary - the following fact: are nat able tu express 
Wi al language of an i.s.r, system the number of elements of the 
universe of the i.s.r. system. 
say that 
J, Uy) be two i.s.r. 
s the terins of &?A a 
0 
0 
BUti 
x_(ml~lllg 
I 
= XnY--(Xn IltJlg ) = 
I 
= ( Y-llh II9 If3 = ml - 
Y 
hllg * 
I 
t '= ta l tz9 then we 
II II if g* = !lhIlg W211gx = X IMlg n Xn lhllg n T x 
(here inductivti assumption is used) thus 
‘8 
llt II g = lhllg fw2llg n Jr = llt1 l tzllg nx = Iltllg nx. 
x P P P P 
The case w5en t = tl + tz is similar. FinalP+ when t = o’~ + t2 we eliminate 
the case using equality tp -+ t2 == (- tl) + t2 and then applying inductive assum- 
ption. •] 
mrr.ediat;e by
erty). 
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4 t 9 = (AC, A, RI, U) EtC an i.s.r. systcrm. Ikt {IJ}3eJ be a par- 
tition of the set I[* An induced family { 9’}JEJ of i.s.r. syste,as is formed as foUows: 
9, = (X p v,>, where 
‘L Under the assumptions of Dqkition 4.6, for each j E .?, $lJ z 9. 
Since the universe of 5’J is X, it is sufficient to prove that 9” G 9. But au 
the conditions (b), (c) anal (d) of Definition 4.1 are easily seen to be satisfied. 0
$ince each subset I’ z I in&.ces a partition I = I’u(l-I’), we n.aturally get 
a restriction of !?I or 9 to I’ SI and the complementary s stem 9&, 
Fu Let {9”},ti be a family of Ls.r. systems with the same carrier 
($$ = ( &4J,RI~,V,)) and sti.ppose moreover t&t i # j * AhAJ = 0. 
efhe @ T as follows: 
1E3 
. izder the assumptions of Def5Ction 4.8, 9’ G @ gj, moreover if the 
&J 
fami!Y w&J #is ,obtained as in Definition 4.6, then 9 = @ .F$ 
&S 
We Ieave the ]?roof to the reader. 
i.e., 
Let R,S be equivalences ona8 xt 2; we say 
is clear < is a ering (Le., that it is re 
. a 0 r the aw4mpPiopts of Definition 4. f A, S is cm equivalence 
(a) is a simple computation. 
(b) assume xRy, a = yiR and so, by reflexivity of S, ws get X/~ $J&, i.l~., 
R. 
R is definedmd S 
ssume T is decked on AIR and S derinzd on (A/R)/T. 
on A,fR and so (S 
aving in mind that 
(x/~& consists of al1 y/R t:rhich are (with &) in relation IT VG find that 
which is the desired result. q 
If S < &, then there is unique T such that :
de5.21,: T as follows: 
(x~~)T();,Q iff x R y. 
T is aa equivalence. Ciearly T is bo- h reflexive and s:lmmetric. 
yls T ~1~~ then x R y and y R z, i.e., (xfs)Tgzis). 
The uniqueness of 19” is easily proved e.g, by contraposition. q
et S be an equivalence on A, S < RI, 2I == (,V.A,I$Y) be an kr~. 
e the quotient system 9’ls as foRlows 
need only to show that fl&jl$& = U I~&J~, but since 11611~~ = II&, the right- 
b&a 
band side is U lj&]& i.e., U (U (b) : b&z}. On the other hand, [l&jlgs = Il&j&~, i.e., 
bSa 
U,!&&j which is by definition u (U(b): bSa). 0 
The fuh power of the operation f)3 and in the same time the generality of our 
approach allowing inclusion of the hierarchical pproach is seen after Theorem 4.18. 
17. Let; St < ..” < Sn < RI be an increasing sequence of equiva- 
Jence relations on A, we deiIne sl~~oslr as fo!lowa: 
3&...& = 9 0 (6 %J* 
i-1 
Let T i,.J&i be eq;livalences such that &+I = i$a: St. 
II J Q St+, = Iz 
b/si Tdsc 
%f li9s1...s. = %
It is clear that it is enough to give the proof for the case S1 < S2 I( RI, 
SI. Indeed, for Q E A, 
If 
Since, hoaxer, SI < S2, we have, for a e A, 
The hierarchical construction is used when our system is “too fine”, 
redI, redll, greenI, greenII, greenIII, bltiq, blueI,. By 
grouping the descriptors: {red,, red& (green I, g:GeUiI, green& {bluel}-, (blueIl}, 
we get now in the appropriate 9/S the attribute c4our having 4 descriptors: red, 
green, bluer, bZtieII. n the system 9@9/s the fcllowing equallities hold: r& = red’ 
+redII, green = green, -#-greenIf +greenIlx. 
A converse construction is used when +% sv-tern is “too crude” and when we 
need to split some descriptor!; (this should be uskd specia!ly when the value of a des- 
criptor is a too big sst o f objects). We present he construction below. 
As introduced, for each i E I, {U(a) :a E A,} is f .composirion of X, Let Ti be an 
equivalence refiftion (on x) corresponding to tL_ decomposition. 
Assume now, that for each i E I there is an equivsience P;/r on X such rh‘;. Vi < &. 
The family { ?V& generates an i.s.r. system 9” = ( X, B, R, 9 V) as follows: 
B = u {x/w* : id}, 
ilEI 
RI = {(~Iw~,Y/w,> : i =jL 
WWJ = {Y : YW,x)- 
9 is isomorphic to a cwtdn qwtient system of gw. 
oaf. It is enough to give the relation s such that 9 is isomorphk to gwIs. 
Since for ;ach i E I, kVi < 7’+, & is unique sufzh that Ti = St * ‘rJ,. Put S := u &. 
We leave to the reader details of the proof that .9”ls is isomorphic to 9.0 
Similarly we have: 
If S < RI, the8 thme is W swh that ($jw is k’somorghic to 9. 
sets 
Let 9 = d(x, A, WI V) be an i.s.r. sys 
(a) follalws direc the choice of t r our system. 
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@$ follows from the fact that if t is a description (Df Y in 9 (i.e., [I& = Y), then 
the values of terms of the form t fls (S ranging over 9) form a boolean algebra. 0
Assume that stx is a description of x in 9 (i.e., IIt& = {xl), then 
t:r = c ty is a description of Y in 9.m 
PSY 
exu&, Were is a point in which a difference between finite and infinite i.s.r. 
s?yseem cxeurs. Indeed assudling the language LZA finitary (i.e. allowing only finitary 
con$ncGons and disjunctions) with A infinite it is easy to produce infinite selective 
q&em with indescribable isubset (by cardinality argument). 
emm 4, If 9 is a firite te i.s.r. system then !3 is selective i.E L%(9) = Zlx 
=a was proved in 5.3. 
C= Since q(9) = 2X then in particular (SC> E 5!3(~9). WeneeG f~ show that IIt& = {xl, e 
(where tu was introduced in 2.5). Let llt[l = (x). We may assume that t is in complete 
positive additive normal form. Thus t =: C tP where each t,, is primitive term. if, for 
each tp occuring in t, i/&/l9 $ (x) then, since IIt& $ IltIi9 we have flt,fl = @ and so 
lltll = @. But this is not the case and so form some ts, IIt& = {x). Thus tr is 
descxiption of x. E] 
erwem fic.5dJ (a) rf 9 is in an i.s.r. system and Y s A! then there is 9’ mch that 
(b) If 9 is an ;i,s.r. system and 93 a Boolean algebra .wh that g(9) s g G 2~ 
then &em is 9’ ~tich that 9 G 9’ and TZ(ccI’) 2= 93 
/ia) If Y is describable in 9 put 9’ = 9. Assume Y not describable 
within 9. Add two ccw elements LZ and a’ (both not in A w I) to the set r41. Define R’ 
on J U [a,a’) as follows 
R’ = R U {(a,n’},. (a’,a), (a,a), (a’, a’)) 
hm $7 as follows 
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Now we proceed as follows. We order the elemeats of %-T! (9) into ($~x~sibly 
Lransfinite) sequence { Yar}rr<B and form an increasing family of i.s.r. systems f9g)(l,s 
as follows: s)or+l is 9; (Operation was described in the proof of part a) if Y,, & 9 (9=) 
or $ if Y E 9 (SI,). 
In the limit step il we take a union of go, /3 E A Using the fact mentioned at the 
beginning of the proof we fid that for all a < j?, %(S?.~) G 58 and since Y4 E 33(9&), 
and g(9) G %(9J for ail a < fi we get 
q = cM(9)u u { Ya) s u Tl(9a) s c)3 
a<8 a<B 
&US U (?3 (74) z % But, by construction, the left hand side is 9 (9& 2nd 
@<a 
9c 9% 
The constr&ion given in (5 3, as we mentioned resembles that of ccniyonents 
(cf. [2]). The selectiveness of the i.s.r. system means that each. generalized component 
(i.e., valu y of primitive complete positive term) consists of at most one ele,ment. 
If each of the components i nonempty then the system is isomorphic with the uni- 
versal system, constructed in Section 3, It is clear that every nonempty set of the 
set of components determines elective system and conversly. This allows x to 
calculate the cardinality of the family of all selective systems (up to isomorphsm) 
Over A and I. 
Indeed let I = {O...k),d, = nf. Then we have 
1: nl 
Theorem 56. There 59 exactly 2”’ - 1 of nonempty delectr’ve systems over 
A and RI. 
Producing an isomorphic opy each 9’, 0 < j 4 ii” - %. we are able to pm&xe 
a finite system (in extended language) such that each gj is isomorphic with ce; :ain 
subsystem of 9 (In fact it is simply 0 g$). 
One ma!! even produce an infinite system gi universal lr, the above sense fo; all 
finite (even non selective) systems over A and 1. 
Let MS remark that 93 (9) is a Boolean algebra of subsets of Xgenerated by $t$? . 
where t i:# primtive complete, positive normal term. This fact has dzcp implementa- 
tional consequences. 
While performing E operation the notion of the generalized components chan- 
ge; “old”’ generalized components are unions of “new” generalized components, 
While performing G operation generalized corn onents do not change in the 
sense that tile trace of a* generalized component in new systenrr 02 the carrier of old 
system is again a generalized component (in old 
then there may be some generalized components whit 
if a component is n empty in 9$ then it is also nonemyt 
onents are glued toget 
W. MARE& 2, PAWLAX 
Our synta&cal approach suggests the foll;.~wing implementational proposal: We 
store ir\ the memory documents as folloT,xs; documents belonging to a geaeralized. 
component are stored “together”. Then, any query is transformed into the altema- 
tive of the description of generalized components; thus we need only to find the 
generalized componmts. A quasi-prxtical suggestion is the following: Tin the line- 
&y ordered memory9 the documents are stored such that the generalized compo- 
nents form segments in the ordering. Then, each component is determined by the 
address; of its beginning and th,e end. Thus, while the query is received we transform 
it into the normal, positive complete form and find the addresses corresponding to
the primitive components of the term obtained. Similarly the question in the form 
of statement about our system is reduced as in the proof of compIeteness theoream. 
the conjunction of alternatives of terms of the form tl = F or tJ # F where tl and fj 
are primitive complete positive terms and thus checked. 
&&lon 6.1. Let (T. Q > be a linearly ordered set and let 9 = <XI A,& ,U)- 
be an i.s.r. system, 
(a) II function QI : T-fJf% Xis called enumeration of 9. 
(b) ti function v: TF.’ X is called one-one 
IZoughly speaking enumeration is a listing of 
possibi y with repetitions. 
A term ti is called segmential in the 
ment ?V G T such that the image of W, v r)l W is 
enumeration of % 
element of X in certain order 
enumeration 9 8 there is a seg- 
lltll 9 
It is obvious that segmential terms are particularly useful in the i.s.r. processes.. 
nef*d therefore some criterion to determine whether we may find an enumeration 
in whil:h given term is segmential. 
3. There always is a lipearly ordered set (27, G) and enumeration Q): 
such t’L\at all terms t E 9 are segmcmial. 
List all terms t (t E 7) and consecutively order l]$/b. 
owever this enumeration can be useful only in case of very simple i.s.r.systems. 
In fact there will be a lot of repetitions, and so the memory will be used co 
uneconomically. e most important case is when the enumer;ation used is 
A family of term over 9 if there 
one-one numkration cp of 9 in T such that for aIlt t E 
is a se 
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t us list all elements of and order them consecutively, the elements. 
of X-U & are listed at the end. 
teH 
y of primitive complete, positive normal terms is linear 
over every i.s.r. system ‘9. 
They satisfy assumptions of 6.5. 
Definition 6.7. Let H be a family of terms. Sub9 (23) is a family of all primitive,. 
normal, complete positive terms which are implicants of elements ofIT i.e. t1 E SufJ&!I) 
8 tl is primitive normal, complete positive and there is t E M such that l[~&z I!tl19.. 
T&rem 6.8. If H is linear then also H u sub&l) is linear. 
hf. Let cp be one-one enumeration of X in which all elements od H’ were 
segmenti& We show how to cbnge 9 in such a way that all generalized components, 
of terms occurring in H become segments. Indeed the component may be spl!t into- 
t-he segments; then we ti one of them and push it up to contain all other parts. 
This operation, when consecutively applied to all generalized components, gives 
the result. 
Therefore we may conclude that in order to know whether or not given iamily H 
of terms is linear over .9 it is enough to check whether or not this family linear over 
unique (up to isomopmism) selective system with the same theory. 
The question whether or not given family H of terms is linear over 9 may be re- 
duced to the problem of so called interval graphs (cf. [la). 
In that paper there is a condition under which a graph is tin isomoprhic to the 
incidence graph on the real line. Thus coxidering a family HU Sub@‘) we are 
able to find whether it is linear or not. The method given there, together with Theo- 
rem 6.8. allows to check linearity of H. We shall not pursue the matter in this paper. 
If however H is not linear, we run into the problem of’ chasing of an enumeration 
(which is not one-one then) 
em is treated by 
optimal (for instance with respect o the power of T), 
proach Allows to see an i.s.r. system in ““microscopic”, 
real” situation,-we have to modify our qstem according. 
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Let us note that dations E, , fz, 2 serve to enable * 
us Co speak about first 
-two pfoblems; the third one is treated as follows; ely of hierarchical re- 
lationship we are able to make the attributes “more crude” and with the help of 
&vision jrelationship 6‘more tie”. Thus we want to express the following “‘meta- 
-atheorzm”. Relations : 2 , ; , , 9’/s, CJw are sufficient to describe what happens 
&I real time while the i.s.r. s is subjected to aecom 
e following general question seems to be of great importance: 
QL How should be the memory of a computer organized to simplify the imple- 
mentation of i.s.r. system? 
For the important results in this direction we refer the reader to Lipski [3]. 
Another proble?n which seems to be of great practical importanceis the following: 
In the axioms of i.s.r. systlems we assume that the classification is complete Le. 
XWery t of our i.s.r. has full description Thus: 
Q2 properties of our theory are preserved if we admit that some elements 
-are not fully classified? Again some results were obtained in this direction by Lipski 
.and the fist author. 
iJe the i.s.r. system is implemented, it is necessary to enumerate the generalized 
components. If Ai = nf (i E I) then there is exactly tG Mu of generalized components. 
: may assume that f = (I,..., k} (i.e., i = k). Thus generalized components may 
be viewed as sequences 
as power :I rti and so is e 
wever we should be a&l to 
mber 6 G 6p < rgll n2,..nk - 1 the sequence (bi,...,b& it codes. 
en in the representing se 
there wrili be always 
Proof. Existence Define bi as folisws 
(where E is ‘entier’ function). 
We prove first 0 < bl < ni-1. 
This we show by simultaneous induction together with . 
) 0 g a---~’ bjuj6 no+.. -it,--1 (i.e. u,-i.-l) 
j=l 
Indeed, fcr y1 = 1 
Let us assume now 
Then 
G<b,=E 
thus 
n the o&er hand : 
br = j=l s 
r 
< --_ .---- szz ____- ._ _ = &-- 
r-1 
a- yb dd f % 
j=l o<---- 
4 
-b, < 1 
Notice that according to the definition 
Udpmzess. Imtead ofshowing this directly which is also possible (by the method 
we employ later) we notice that denoting 
.A = P t r.09 n,-1) x . . . x (0, . . ..flk--1). 
CM prod of z&tence exhibits 1-l function of B into A. Since they have the 
r it has to be onto, whicjia shws uniqueness. 
oof of ex,kteam we exhibited offedive, item prom 
Q ?$I’ 0.. ‘&- 1 gives the sequence (b,, . ...+ 
Clearly it is enough to show 
(b 1, . . . . bk> -+e, (b;, . . . . bi) + V(bt, ...P bkj C ‘@i, 00-1~ hi) 
Thus we need show that under our assumption k b3:f.j < i b;u, hd&~ 
1-l f-1 
we have h, = k;,..., br_l = b;,, br < b; 
Thus we ham to shout ibJud < 24 uj 
&+=p 3=r 
let ~3 consider ‘F b, &b 
&& 
(last inequality holds by ( 
Thus c b,,u,+ i 
j--r-I-l 
.< b;u,.-4 < b;,u, 
therefore we have 
thus 
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